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Safety Minute

> It’s fall – reduced hours of daylight; sunrise and sunset (often during 

the AM and PM commute times).

> It’s also rutting season.  Deer and moose can be found just about 

anywhere in Alberta, especially around dusk.



Agenda

❑What is Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE)?

❑Why do we need to use SUE?

❑SUE – the basics

❑What are the applicable standards & guides? 

❑Why use SUE?

❑What SUE is not – the misperceptions

❑Utility conflicts

❑Questions



What is SUE?

> The updated definition from CI/ASCE 38:

“A specialty practice of civil engineering that 
investigates existing underground utilities through 
the collection and analysis of records, visual, 
geophysical, and/or exposure  methods and assigns 
and depicts achieved Utility Quality Levels based 
upon the integration of all the analyzed data with 
professional judgment at a defined point in time.” 

SUE is the base of a successful utility design.



What is SUE?

> The newly commissioned Utility and Engineering and Surveying Institute 

(UESI) defines utility engineering as:

“A branch of Civil Engineering that focuses on the 
planning, position, design, construction, operation, 
maintenance, and asset management of any and all 
utility systems, as well as the interaction between 
utility infrastructure and other civil infrastructure.” 

SUE resides under the utility engineering umbrella, 
just as utility coordination, utility investigation, 
conflict analytics, conflict resolution engineering, 
asset management, installation and inspection, etc. 
do.



Why do we need to use SUE?

> To understand possible utility congestion in a project area

> To make strategic decisions about available alignments

> To have more certainty in planning and resourcing projects

> To lessen construction delays – and contractor claims

> To improve safety in the field

> To aid in damage prevention

> To mitigate utility risk

>To allow projects to be completed cheaper, safer, 

and better.



Why do we need to use SUE?  Is there congestion?



What can happen when SUE is not used



SUE – the basics



Applicable Standards & Guides



ASCE Standard 38-02 (soon to be -20)



SUE Quality Level “D”

A,  B, C,  D

Most Accurate     Least Accurate

All record drawings can 
only be regarded as QL-D 
plans.  Verification is 
needed to increase the 
accuracy to QL-B or QL-A.

Records

research

Second had 

information



Quality Level “C”

Surveying visible features



Quality Level “B”

Derived from the use of Geophysics.

• designating (obtaining horizontal position) – followed by 

surveying, mapping & a professional review of that designation.



Derived through excavation.

• Directly exposed, verified, and 

confirmed to be the intended target, 

measured, and the location and 

dimension tied to the project survey 

datum.

Quality Level “A”



Standards – CSA S250



Standards – CSA S250

Accuracy 

level
Description Reference

1

Accurate to within +/- 25 mm in the x, y, and z 

coordinates, and referenced to an accepted geodetic 

datum with a 95% confidence level. 

Absolute

2

Accurate to within +/- 100 mm in the x, y, and z 

coordinates, and referenced to an accepted geodetic 

datum with a 95% confidence level.
Absolute

3

Accurate to within +/- 300 mm in the x, y, and z 

coordinates, and referenced to an acceptable geodetic 

datum or topographical and cadastral features with a 95% 

confidence level.

Absolute or 

relative

4

Accurate to within +/- 1000 mm in the x, y, and z 

coordinates, and referenced to an acceptable geodetic 

datum or topographical and cadastral features with a 95% 

confidence level.

Absolute or 

relative

5

Accurate to within +/- 1000 mm in the x and y 

coordinates, and referenced to an acceptable geodetic 

datum or topographical and cadastral features with a 95% 

confidence level.

Absolute or 

relative

0 No information available related to spatial accuracy.



Guides

This Guide has recently 

been published by ASCE.

Should you want to have a copy, 

please come see me after the 

presentation.



Why use Subsurface Utility Engineering

Total risk for the design professional pool decreases as the Quality Level 

increases.

Total engineering risk pool Allocation of risk within the engineering pool



What SUE is not?  Some misconceptions.

> SUE is not Subsurface Utility Locating (SUL).  SUL does not entail 

“engineering”, and only APEGA registered companies meeting stringent 

requirements are allowed to perform engineering services in Alberta.

> SUE is not just designating and making marks on the ground.  SUE 

involves the depiction of utility alignments and details following the Quality 

Level descriptions from CI/ASCE 38-02 – which involves professional 

judgement.

> SUE is not an issue of who is locating the infrastructure (“contracted” vs. 

“professional”).  SUE is an engineering practice and is now considered a civil 

engineering task discipline.  UESI further defines what SUE is, and what it is 

not.

> SUE is not using a One Call design ticket and then surveying the locate 

marks.  It is an engineering process, with stamped deliverables.



Typical SUE Deliverables

SUE 
report

Plan depicting Quality Levels for various 
utility segments

Test hole data sheets

Conflict matrices 
and/or relocation 

schedules

3D modeling (for complex projects)



Utility conflict – low risk



Utility conflicts – high risk



Utility conflicts – the future?

The subsurface is getting more complex.  Complete Streets 
cross-sections (with underground implications), soil cells, 
and more connections for 5G deployments – to name just a 
few of the new types underground networks / designs.



Why use SUE for projects?

UTILITY RISK!  It’s there – and it needs to be recognized.

> Before and during construction, unreliable utility information 
impacts:

– Project Delays

– Project Funding & Construction Costs

– Right-of-Way Acquisition

– Utility Damage

– Utility Relocations 

– Contractor Safety

– Public Safety

> Construction delays cost project owners time and MONEY!



Why use SUE for projects?

> Provides designers and engineers with valuable information 
during the design stage.

> Properly applied, it utilizes recognized international standards.

> Clearly defines conflicts.

> Reduces re-design costs.

> Contractors reduce their bid prices. 

> Reduces project delays.

> Improves project safety.

> Reduces clients overall risk.



Why use SUE for projects?

A Purdue University study found that for every $1 spent on SUE, an 

average savings for the project of $4.62 is generated.

A 2007 study by the Civil Engineering Department of the University of 

Toronto corroborated those findings for Canada – and also found that for 

municipal projects in Canada, contractor claims costs were much, much 

higher when comparing projects with or without SUE.

From the CIRANO and École Polytechnique de Montréal report (Socio-Economic 

Cost Assessment for Damages to Underground Infrastructures) of October 2015, 

they “…estimated that in 2014, damages to underground infrastructures in 

Quebec amounted to at least 125 million dollars annually in total indirect costs.”  

The Alberta Common Ground Alliance pegs damages to underground 

infrastructure in Canada at $1 Billion per year.



Quality Levels – U of T study (2007)



Suggested next steps

➢ Build ASCE 38 and SUE into your project designs, processes, and 

manuals.

➢ Develop ASCE 38 / SUE language into RFP’s (if your organization has 

RFP’s).

➢ Identify the importance of utility impacts on projects and invest 

accordingly.

➢ Raise the bar!  Recognize and promote UESI and SUE. 



Questions?



Thank you for your time

Ed Plant
Branch Manager – Edmonton
T2 Utility Engineers Inc.
edward.plant@t2ue.com
1 (780) 485-7974


